2002 dodge dakota fuel filter

My car has an automatic transmission. Hi - the fuel filter on this puppy is mounting on the top of
the fuel tank, between the tank and the truck bed. That part also includes the fuel pressure
regulator - hence the location as part of the fuel tank assembly. I would recommend a fuel filter
replacement by a mobile, professional mechanic, such as one from YourMechanic, who will
come to your location, diagnose this problem, give you an accurate assessment of damage and
cost estimate for repairs. Q: Where is the fuel filter? David Gaines Wooten Automotive
Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be
independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What
others are asking Car stalling and smelling like gas The air intake houses the mass air flow
sensor. This sensor plays a major role in the fuel delivery system. If this component was
damaged during the installation in the new air intake hose, this could be the issue. Read more.
Number one coil melting down I would say that there is some sort of malfunction with either the
control side of your coil that is causing the coil to stay energized or there is a problem with your
spark plug. If the spark plug has Can you tell me how to remove the charcoal canister in a 02
hyundai sonata 2. Then remove the bolts that secure the canister to the shield cover.
Disconnect the wiring harness to High RPM's after tune up. Hi there. Sounds like the rodent that
nested on the engine may have knocked off a vacuum hose or chewed through a vacuum hose.
The engine idle could be high for a vacuum leak or the idle air control valve Knocking from the
engine Although it is unlikely to be the cause, I would recommend checking your engine oil
level. If your oil level is low, the engine will not be lubricated sufficiently enough to function
properly and will therefore make knocking sounds as My truck squeaks on the right side when
driving. Always when driving over bumps Dodge Ram Hi - suspension noises like your squeak
are challenging at best. And, your truck uses torsion bars for suspending the weight of the front
end rather than coil springs. This introduces additional bushings which seem to squeak more
than they Misfire rough idle Changing the radiator should not have caused a misfire. Replacing
the plugs and the MAP sensor was a great idea. What we commonly refer to as the O2 sensor is
not located in the fuse box. There are two O Thanks for contacting us tonight. Anytime you are
swapping out one OEM major component with a new one, it's always best to replace with the
same component. For example, your 88 Dodge D appears to be powered by Related articles. As
a gardener, chances are you will need to transport a variety of mowing equipment, along with
smaller implements. You may also need to move shrubs, Large trucks can be fun to drive, and
even more fun to get dirty. Unfortunately, they may also cause you to get phone calls from
friends who need to move into a new apartment. Fortunately, just having a truck may How to
Change a Fuel Filter Changing a fuel filter can be challenging, as you may need tools specific to
the fuel line fitting of your vehicle. Browse other content. Fuel Filter Replacement. Subject: fuel
pump question! I have a QC 5. I tow a 6' x 10' enclosed trailor,with 53, miles on truck ,45, miles
on trailor. My oil pressure is low at idle but high at cruising mph. Lately, My dak has been hard
to start. I have tested fuel pressure 51 psi key on engine off ,fuel pump on for 3sec then off by
its self! Should I replace oil pump at same time? Thanks Larry. RE: fuel pump question! Some
Dak owners on this site have reported that changing over to a pure syntheitic oil will eventually
break down the sludge build-up after a few oil changes. That being said, I've been running
synthetic oils in all my vehicles since the mid's, and I swear by them. Confucious say: Any man
can pee on wall. Be a true hero and crap on ceiling! I've tried being a hero once too often IP:
Logged Message: Fubar,thanks for the reply. I have switch to aimsoil afew months back , on
second oil change. I ordered mellion spelling oil pump on friday with new pickup. While i have
her down ill take care of it too. In your mods you have done the KRC timing trick ,was this
agood mod for you? I am up for trans service soon. Just be sure to drop down to a degree
thermostat, and install a set of Autolite plugs, to keep you from pinging. The Transgo kit was
also a worthwhile investment, as it made the shifts crisper, reduced slippage, etc. IP: Logged
Message: If the fuel pump leaks down it will cause hard start pronlems because it takes time to
bring the fuel pressure up. After I change my timing chain ,I will go back to the fuel pump if the
starting problem continues. IP: Logged Message: It is a separate unit from the fuel pump
modual. Here is a pic. Further investigation revealed that they weren't big on routine
maintenance, and as a result, said engines were packed with sludge. Next at 54, With trailor
attached, It costs plenty to maintain! Alot moore to replace!!! I have a Real Guage! Mac tool I will
test the oil pressure let you know. A damaged or clogged fuel filter in most cases will prevent
the engine from starting and running. The filter is solely responsible for filtering dirt and rust
particles out of the gasoline before it reaches the engine for combustion. As the filter fills up
with debris over time, the engine will stall repeatedly or bog down. The fuel filter on the 2. Open
the driver door and remove the five screws holding the trim panel in place just beneath the
steering wheel with a Phillips screwdriver. Take the trim off to reveal your fuse panel. Identify
which of the fuses in the cluster operates the fuel pump. You should see small writing beneath

each of the fuses. Remove the appropriate fuse. Start the engine and let it idle until it stalls out.
Try to start the engine four more times, waiting 10 seconds between each attempt. Once the
engine fails to start, turn the ignition off and remove the key. Open the hood. Remove the black
negative cable from the battery post with a socket wrench. Position the cable down along the
side of the battery away from its post and any other metal. Slide under the truck on the left side
and locate the fuel filter along the frame rail. It should be silver and about the size of an empty
toilet paper roll. Place the metal catch pan under the filter. Lower the filter down from its
mounting position. The retaining clip does not come off the filter; your new filter should have
the clip already installed on it. Loosen the front--engine side--hose clamp with a flathead
screwdriver. Slide the fuel hose clamp off the hose and install a new one. Repeat this step and
remove the rear fuel hose from the filter. Note the small arrow on the new fuel filter. The should
point toward the engine, not the gas tank. Install the rear hose the same way. Slide both of the
fuel hose clamps back into position at the center of both fuel filter nipples. Tighten the clamps.
Raise the fuel filter back up into its original mounting position. Install the bolt back into the
retaining clip and tighten it until it's snug. Remove the catch pan and set it aside. The fuel
system has to rebuild the fuel pressure within it before the engine will start. If you notice fuel
leaking from the filter, quickly shut the engine off and tighten the fuel hose clamps. Perform the
check again. Marion Cobretti began working as a freelance writer in His work appears on
Newsvine and other websites. Cobretti completed a three-year course in automotive technology
and is currently seeking an Associate of Applied Science at Macomb Community College. Items
you will need Phillips screwdriver Needle-nose pliers Socket wrench set Flathead screwdriver
Metal catch pan 2 fuel hose clamps. Freeman; You don't change it. Believe it or not, it's part of
the fuel pump assembly, and while you can buy one you will need to drop the fuel tank out to
change it. They are big, and last forever. If you do change it, I recommend using a factory part.
Hard starting is a fuel delivery issue but not always a bad fuel pump. Sounds like the system is
sucking air into the fuel system somewhere. Find out if the fuel filters have been replaced. And
air filters too. You should find you another shop and have them test the fuel pressure and tell
them you might suspect the system is getting air in the fuel. Is it cold where you live? If it
is,have you added a fuel treatment to prevent gelling? You might also have a bad pressure valve
on the injection pump. This valve maintains 18lbs of fuel pressure in the inj pump and if it gets
stuck open it bleeds the fuel back into the tank. Another thing you might want to have them
check is the injection pump timing and maybe even have the injectors removed and pop tested.
And while they have the injectors out have them do a cylinder compression test. As far as the fir
nissan troubleshooting codes
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st mechanic,I think you've been had. The water pump is under the timing cover and no
mechanic in his right mind would just volunteer to replace it because you practically have to
strip the whole front of the truck to get to it. And the whole scanner story was nothing but an
excuse because he was done ripping you off. I bet if you went back and asked him to see the
old parts that he won't be able to produce them. Hope this helps,it's just hard to diagnose a
problem if you don't have the truck in front of you. Good Luck. Trending News. NRA is 'out of
ammo' as it faces a legal mess. UCLA gymnast tearful as music superstar reaches out. Cops,
paramedics accused of wrongdoing in McClain death. Passenger video captures jet's engine in
flames. Deion Sanders says his office robbed while he coached. Supreme Court rebuffs porn
star's bid to revive Trump suit. Engine failure prompts inspections of Boeing planes. Answer
Save. Claira Voyant Lv 6. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now.

